Rec 10 Pack Contract AgreementContract Commitment:
The reason we are able to offer lower rates within these contracts are because of the
commitment you make to time slots within the rec program. Therefore we can not permit usage
of these contracts outside of the rec program or outside of the guidelines following below.
Usage:
The rec 10 pack can be used in recreational classes only. Classes Labeled “Open Slot”, “Kids
PK”, “Youth PK”, and “Adult PK” are considered Recreational Classes.
The 10 pack allows you access to 10 classes across the span of 4 months and expires 4
months from the date of purchase.
A 10 pack can be used on other immediate family members who also qualify to use it but cannot
be used for friends or non-immediate family members. (For example, brothers can use the same
package, however cousins can not.)
Refund Policy
If your 10 pack is unused and still has all 10 classes remaining you qualify for a refund at 80%
of your initial payment. If your 10 pack is used and has anything less than 10 classes remaining
you do not qualify for a refund.
Pricing:
Price of the ten pack varies upon age group. Kids and youth PK are $250. Adult’s 18+ are $150.
Discounts:
When purchasing multiple 10 packs at a time you will qualify for the discount of multiple
children. 33% off for the second child. 50% for every child after that. Discounts are always
applied to the lower cost pricing option.
Restrictions:
10 packs can not be used outside of the 4 month period. 10 packs can not be used for anything
other than the rec class you qualify for.
Buy back promo:
If you don’t happen to use up your 10 pack within the 4 month period we will allow you to extend
to a 5th month period where you can buy your missed classes back at $5 per class matching it
to the drop-in class rate.
Booking/ Scheduling:
Be sure to book your classes ahead of time by written notice, texting, emailing, or using the
schedule online at inletpk.com/schedule/. If no one is booked to attend a class the class will not
be held. All schedule changes should be submitted in writing. We advise you to list the sections
of the classes that you plan on attending so that we can better coordinate scheduling.
I, ___________________________ (print name) agree to the terms and conditions of this
contract.
Signature_______________________
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